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The Dr Pimms, Intermillennial Sleuth Series 

The Author 

Dr L.J.M. Owen is a writer, librarian and 
archaeologist. She creates the world of Dr Pimms, 
Intermillennial Sleuth—an archaeological mystery 
series—from her homes in Canberra and Tasmania, 
Australia.  
Presented as traditional crime novels, L.J. crafts the 
series by transforming science and history into 
accessible fiction with a broad appeal. 
A limited edition run of the first book in the 
Dr Pimms series, Olmec Obituary, was crowdfunded via 
Kickstarter in 2015. The book was then traditionally 
published by Bonnier in 2015, and followed by Mayan 
Mendacity in 2016.  
The third book in the series, Egyptian Enigma, will be 
launched at the National Library of Australia on 22 
March 2018. 

Click here for high resolution photos of L.J.M. Owen and the ‘Dr Pimms’ series covers. 

The Books 
Based on the author’s knowledge of archaeology, forensic science and librarianship, the 
Dr Pimms, Intermillennial Sleuth series follows a young Dr Elizabeth Pimms¾ 
archaeologist and reluctant librarian¾solving ancient crimes using 21st century 
techniques.  
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Key Points 
• A significant focus of the series is forgotten women’s history. The third book in

the series, Egyptian Enigma, will be released in March 2018 to co-incide with
Women’s History Month.

• In the series, Elizabeth contends with ancient murder and family secrets in a
world of archaeology, forensic science, libraries, food and cats.

• Curious, intellectual, tenacious and a touch naïve, from an early age Elizabeth
dedicated herself to the exploration of ancient civilisations.

• A skilled archaeologist and knowledgeable Egyptologist, Elizabeth is a reluctant
librarian at the Mahony Griffin Library (a fictional version of the National Library
of Australia, with a higher body count).

• The series follows the classic crime novel structure, reminiscent of lighter works
from the Golden Age of Detective Fiction, where the reader pits their skills
against a fictional sleuth and attempts to solve a mystery before the protagonist
can.

• With a warm cosy setting, including Elizabeth’s multicultural family, delicious
meals, a rambling house and glorious gardens, the series is suitable for new adult
readers and up. As the series develops, the challenges in Elizabeth’s daily life and
the crimes she investigate become darker.

• The archaeology, ancient history, forensic science and library services described in
the book are based on significant academic research.

• New readers can start with Book One, Two or Three. The archaeological
mysteries are standalone, while events in Elizabeth’s personal life progress.
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Book Three: Egyptian Enigma 
Out March 2018 (Bonnier Australia) 

Dr Elizabeth Pimms, enthusiastic archaeologist 
and reluctant librarian, has returned to Egypt. 
Among the treasures of the Cairo museum she 
spies cryptic symbols in the corner of an ancient 
papyrus. Curiosity leads Elizabeth and her gang of 
sleuths to investigate a cache of mummies hidden 
in the Golden Tomb. 
What is the connection between the Tomb and 
Tausret, female Pharaoh and last ruler of Egypt's 
Nineteenth Dynasty? How did the mummies end 
up scattered across the globe? And is Elizabeth’s 
investigation related to attacks on her family and 
friends? 
Between grave robbers, modern cannibals, 
misinformed historians and jealous Pharaohs, can 
Dr Pimms solve her new archaeological mystery? 
Filled with ancient murder, family secrets and 
really good food, Egyptian Enigma is the third 
adventure in the charming crime series: 

Dr Pimms, Intermillennial Sleuth. Really cold cases. 

Key Points 
• Releasing to co-incide with 2018 Women’s History Month, Egyptian Enigma

provides a fascinating insight into the world of ancient Egyptian women,
including female Pharaohs.

• This traditional mystery novel is also a celebration of the forgotten period of
Egyptian history when many women participated fully in the academic, business,
military and leadership realms. Aspects of women’s legal and social status in
ancient Egypt far outstripped that of many women today.
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Book Two:  Mayan Mendacity 
November 2016 (Bonnier Australia) 

Dr Elizabeth Pimms has a new puzzle. 
What is the story behind the tiny skeletons 
discovered on a Guatemalan island? And how do 
they relate to an ancient Mayan queen? 
The bones, along with other remains, are a gift for 
Elizabeth. But soon the giver reveals his true nature. 
An enraged colleague then questions Elizabeth’s 
family history. Elizabeth seeks DNA evidence to 
put all skeletons to rest. 
A pregnant enemy, a crystal skull, a New York 
foodie, and an intruder in Elizabeth’s phrenic library 
variously aid or interrupt Elizabeth’s attempts to 
solve mysteries both ancient and personal. 
With archaeological intrigue, forensic insight and 
cosy comfort, Mayan Mendacity takes readers back 
into the world of Dr Pimms, Intermillennial Sleuth. 
Really cold cases. 

Key Points 
• Mayan Mendacity explores the society of the ancient Mayans of Guatemala,

including their political system, female rulers and practice of human sacrifice.

• The novel also touches on the dangerous path faced by many librarians in the
Mayan Empire.
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Book One:  Olmec Obituary 
November 2015 (Bonnier Australia) 

Archaeologist Dr Elizabeth Pimms thoroughly enjoys 
digging up old skeletons. 
But when she is called home from Egypt after a 
family loss, she has to sacrifice her passions for the 
sake of those around her. 
Attempting to settle into her new role as a librarian, 
while also missing her boyfriend, Elizabeth is 
distracted from her woes by a new mystery:  a royal 
Olmec cemetery discovered deep in the Mexican 
jungle, with a 3000-year-old ballplayer who may have 
been a woman. 
Dr Pimms soon discovers there are more skeletons 
to deal with than just those covered in dirt… 
Suitable for readers young and old, Olmec Obituary is 
the first novel in a delightful crime series:  Dr Pimms, 
Intermillennial Sleuth. 
Really cold cases. 

Key Points 
• Olmec Obituary explores the ancient Olmec culture of the Mexican basin, including

the riveting and violent Great Ballgame played by women and men alike.

• A limited edition run of this book was published in May 2015 via Kickstarter. Just
five days into the crowdfunding campaign a traditional publisher requested a copy
of the manuscript. Echo Publishing (Bonnier Australia) went on to publish
Olmec Obituary in November 2015.

• Olmec Obituary garnered a Highly Commended in the 2016 ACT Writing and
Publishing Awards.
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